YIKES  -  AN EPIPHANY  -  I ACTUALLY SAW THIS FOR A BRIEF MOMENT

ANOTHER CONNECT UP THE DOTS

WE ARE TO BECOME THE MOST AMAZING BEINGS IN THE UNIVERSE?

WELL THERE SEEMS TO BE A NICHE IN THE MARKET. THERE’S A SHORTAGE OF CREATIVITY. HOW DO WE KNOW?

WHY ARE THERE SO MANY ALIENS HERE? CROP CIRCLES, UFOs, AREA 51, THE ALIENS THAT HAVE BEEN RUNNING US  -  ALL OF THOSE ALIEN STORIES ARE MINUSCULE COMPARED TO WHAT AND WHO ARE ACTUALLY HERE. AND THEY LOVE US DEARLY. WHY? BECAUSE WE DREAM AND WE ARE WILLFUL (IF WE HAVE A DREAM, THEN WE’LL MAKE IT HAPPEN)

THEN THERE’S THE GODS  -  VERY OLD SOULS  -  THEIR PROGRAM HAS GOTTEN STALE  -  THEY JUST ACCEPT GOD’S WILL. EVEN THE OLD YOGIS DON’T WANT TO GO THERE  -  AND, THERE ARE A PRETTY GOOD NUMBER OF OLD AGELESS Dudes IN THE EAST WHO HAVE SHAPE SHIFTING ABILITIES ETC., WHICH MEANS THAT THEY COULD LEAVE IF THEY WANTED. SO, WHY HAVEN’T THEY?

IN BETWEEN, WE HAVE THE 1960s  -  CREATIVITY AND WILLFULNESS IN ALL DIRECTIONS INCLUDING TEACHING

WHICH MEANS THAT WE’LL BE FILLING A MASSIVE GAP BETWEEN THE OLD SOULS AND THE NEW ONES CREATING AN AGELESS REALM OF CREATIVITY AND STRENGTH OF WILL  -  ANYTHING YOU CAN THINK OF AND TEACH OTHERS TO DO. ONE CAN JUST SHARE THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS LIKE A MUSIC VIDEO / ANU / IDEA
EVEN THE OLD DUDES WILL WANT TO COME HANG OUT WITH US.!!! AND, WHY NOT - IT’LL BE AWESOME - KIND OF A MIX OF PARA-KITING, SNOW SKIING AND SALVADOR DALI. OR IMMENSE GARDENS WITH BUTTERFLIES THAT SIT ON YOUR NOSE. OR ALICE IN WONDERLAND, FOR REAL

YAHOO !!!

CREATIVITY ALSO MEANS FUN...!!! TO THE Nth DEGREE AND BEYOND - WE ALL DO KNOW HOW DO TO SUCH.

ONLY ONE RULE TO THE GAME - LOVE

THAT’S WHAT THIS EARTH WILL BE LIKE WHEN IT POPS BACK INTO 3-D PRIOR TO THAT DURING THE 2012 EVENT AND BEFORE WE’LL BE LEARNING HOW TO DO SUCH THINGS TEAMWORK AND CREATIVITY, WHICH LEADS ONE BACK TO ASTRAL PROJECTION.

HOWEVER, HEALING IS SQUARE ONE. DUE TO ITS EGO LESS NATURE

SO, WE COME BACK TO THE CHINESE HEALERS WORKING IN TEAMS:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=(fmMNImn1DPc

MAKES ASTRAL PROJECTION EASIER - HEALING DOES - AND IT FEELS WONDERFUL

CREATIVITY IS THE PERFECT ADJUNCT TO CONSCIOUSNESS

CONSCIOUSNESS WANTS TO ASSIMILATE INFORMATION, THEN LET IT GO.
HERE AGAIN  -  OUR ABILITY TO MERGE WITH OURSELVES  -  WE ARE ALL THE SAME TYPE OF ANU
-  QUANTUM LEAPS  -  AWESOME  -  HERE IT IS  -  AN EASY WAY TO EVOLVE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crLGYdphfbI

and

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MzojYBaJd8

BOY, THE NEXT TRICK, BEYOND THIS QUANTUM JUMPING IS WHERE WE TEACH OUR FLYING DREAMING
BODY OR ASTRAL BODY HOW TO FLY  -  THEN COMBINE THAT ETHERIC BODY WITH OUR PHYSICAL
BODY  -  THUS, TEACHING THE PHYSICAL BODY TO FLY.  THERE ARE SHAMANS IN AFRICA AND OTHER
PLACES THAT CAN DO THIS NOW.  THIS IS NOT A STRETCH  -  IT IS ENTIRELY DOABLE.

I’VE SEEN THIS HAPPEN WITH ESKIMOS  -  SHOW THEM HOW TO DO ANYTHING  -  JUST A LITTLE
LATER THEY WILL BE DOING IT BETTER THAN YOU.  ONE 33 YEAR OLD GUY PLAYED A PIANO LIKE
LIBERACE – THAT WAS THE FIRST TIME HE SAW A PIANO – THE ONLY TIME HE’D ACTUALLY SEEN A
PIANO.  HE HAD SEEN LIBERACE ON TV AND JUST MIMICKED HIM.

WHAT EVER YOU CAN THINK OF TO DO  AND TEACH / CONVEY TO OTHERS

YAHOO !!!

MORE PROOF:

WATCH THIS NDE EXPERIENCE:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8_F8fA5bSM&feature=player_embedded

IT’S VERY CLEAR THAT THERE IS A MASSIVE GAP BETWEEN THE ELDER MASTERS AND THE NEWBYs.
DITTO “FAR JOURNEYS” BY ROBERT MONROE - HE ENCOUNTERED SOCIETIES OF BEINGS WHOSE ENERGY WAS SO AWESOME THAT ONE COULD NOT APPROACH THEM. AND THERE WERE VERY FEW ENTITIES THAT WERE AVAILABLE TO TAKE HIM FOR A RIDE.

DITTO MELLON-THOMAS BENEDICT’S NDE, WHICH IS VIRTUALLY THE SAME AS “FAR JOURNEYS”
http://www.mellen-thomas.com

THE AMOUNT OF CREATIVITY THAT HUMANS HAVE INVENTED AS A WAY TO BREAK OUT OF OUR JAIL IS AWESOME - WHEN WE MOVE INTO THE AETHERS AS AN ENTIRE RACE, WE WILL HAVE THE ABILITY TO COMBINE GOD’S CREATIONS IN WAYS SHE HASN’T THOUGHT OF - AND IT IS HIGHLY LIKELY THAT WE’LL BE SURPRISING HER OFTEN. AND AS DRUNVALO SAYS - THIS ENTIRE UNIVERSE WILL BE FOLLOWING US.!!!!

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO WORK IN TEAMS - IMAGINE AN ORCHESTRA OR AN NBA BASKETBALL TEAM, WHICH IS LIKE AN IMPROV BALLET TEAM.

LISTEN TO ELVIS’ DREAMS:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P5i7naMTuo&feature=player_embedded

AND HE DIDN’T DO IT BY HIMSELF

AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF TEAM WORK - THE SCHOOLS THAT SEND THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF THEIR STUDENTS ON TO A HIGHER EDUCATION ARE IN GERMANY ON THE BORDER WITH OLD EAST GERMANY - THE CLASSES ARE HUGE - AT LEAST 50 STUDENTS IN EACH - AND THE STUDENTS SPEAK ABOUT 5 DIFFERENT LANGUAGES. SO, HOW DID THE TEACHERS INSTILL SUCH LOVE OF LEARNING INTO SO MANY STUDENTS ALL SPEAKING DIFFERENT LANGUAGES? THEY BROKE THEM UP INTO 5 PERSON TEAMS WITH ONE SMART KID WHO TAUGHT THE REST OF THE TEAM AND ONE REAL SLOW PERSON - EACH PERSON IN THE TEAM GOT THE SAME GRADE AS THE SLOWEST PERSON ON THAT TEAM. IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM. THESE TEAM MEMBERS LOVED ONE ANOTHER AND HELPED EACH OTHER ALL THE WAY THRU - EH?